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1
ACRONYMS
The following are definitions of the acronyms used in the report

ACCORD

APP
BRAND SA

CGCSA

Annual Performance Plan.
Brand South Africa, an agency of the government of the Republic of South
Africa whose objective it is to market South Africa as a foreign investment
destination.
Consumer Goods Council of South Africa

CPO

Chief Procurement Officer.

CIPC

Companies Intellectual Property Commission.

COTII
CSI
EDD
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The Local Procurement Accord (an agreement signed on 31 October 2011 by
labour, government, business and community representatives to promote
local procurement in South Africa, in support of the New Growth Path and
government’s aim to create 5 million jobs by 2020

Council of Trade and Industry Institutions.
Corporate Social Investment
Economic Development Department, a national government department in
the Republic of South Africa.

FMCG

Fast Moving Consumer Goods.

IPAP

Industrial Policy Action Plan

NCPC

NEDLAC
NT
PFMA
PROUDLY SA

The National Cleaner Production Centre, a programme of the dti, housed under
the CSIR which focuses on assisting companies implement cleaner production
and resource efficiency measures.

National Economic Development and Labour Council, an entity of the
Department of Labour.
National Treasury.
Public Finance Management Act No. 1 of 1999.
Proudly South African, a not for profit company incorporated in terms of the
Companies Act

SALGA

South African Local Government Association.

SAPBA

South African Premier Business Awards.

SAPS

South African Police Service.

SARS

South African Revenue Service.

SOEPF
the dti
The Summit
UN

State Owned Enterprises Procurement Forum
Department of Trade and Industry, a national government department
in the Republic of South Africa.
The Local Procurement Summit & Expo.
United Nations.
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2
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

ECONOMIC
OUTLOOK
April 2017 signified the beginning of
the 2017/18 financial new year. Little
time was wasted on this proverbial
blank canvass as the President of
the Republic kicked the year off
with a cabinet reshuffle, a shakeup
with an aftershock that rippled
throughout the country’s economic
landscape.
American-based rating agency
Standard & Poors (S&P) were first
in line to react to the reshuffle,
downgrading South Africa’s credit
rating from ‘BBB-’ to ‘BB+’ widely
known as junk status, on April 3rd,
and keeping their outlook on the
country’s economy at negative.
Fitch Ratings followed soon
thereafter downgrading the country
to non-investment grade. Their
outlook on the country, however,
remained at ‘stable’. The third
ratings agency, Moody’s, announced
the downgrading of South Africa’s
local and foreign debt ratings from
Baa2 to Baa3, its lowest investment
grade rating, on June 9th, also with
a negative outlook.
A Mail & Guardian article defines
a technical recession as a state
whereby “an economy suffers
two consecutive quarters of negative economic performance.” In
short, they say, it implies that the
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economic activity of a country in
technical recession is declining.
In early June, South Africa was
shaken by news that it had slipped
into a technical recession following
the 0.3% contraction of the gross
domestic product (GDP) in the
fourth quarter of 2016 followed by
a decline of 0.7% during the first
quarter of 2017.
Statistics South Africa (Stats SA)
released the March 2017 Quarterly
Employment Survey (QES), which
revealed that an estimated 9 644
000 persons were employed in the
formal non-agricultural sector of
the South African economy. This,
however, meant that 48 000 jobs
were lost between December 2016
and March 2017.
The
organisation
says
that
leading the losses was the trade
industry with 32 000 employees,
the business service industry
losing 23 000 employees while the
manufacturing industry lost 4000
employees.
On manufacturing, Stats SA
revealed that the sector went down
0.8% year-on-year between May
2016 and May 2017, and down 0.3%
month-on-month from April 2017
to May 2017. “This is a continuation

of a decline in manufacturing from
the previous month’s year-on-year
figures of 4.9% between April 2016
and April 2017,” Stats SA said.
Hope and optimism, however, are
values which are entrenched deeply
within the South African psyche
and this hope has infected at least
one international rating agency.
While their rating of the country
at large remains at junk status,
S&P has expressed their optimism
with South Africa’s banks “despite
low domestic economic growth
and ongoing political instability.”
S&P has kept the country’s bank’s
economic risk at 5 (with a score of
10 indicating a very high risk). This
is in comparison with countries
like Nigeria, Greece and Egypt each
scoring 10.
The need to inject investment
into South Africa’s economy
hasn’t been more pressing and
companies such as Nissan South
Africa – a member of the Proudly SA
campaign – should be recognised
for their contribution. During the
Manufacturing
Indaba
hosted
in Ekurhuleni, the automobile
manufacturer
too,
expressed
their optimism in South Africa,
particularly in the automotive
manufacturing industry.

SMMEs are one of the most
powerful contributors to sustainable economic growth. In South
Africa, the sector contributes
about 40% to the country’s GDP.
- FNB Business CEO, Mike
Vacy-Lyle

Nissan announced that it will be
investing in new plant infrastructure
and technology for their Rosslyn
plant. The company is also currently in negotiations with its parent
company Nissan Motor Company of
Japan to manufacture a new oneton truck at the plant.
More
good
news
on
the
manufacturing front stem from
Finnish
industrial
machinery
company, Metso, which is investing
€3,5 million (about R52 million) to
expand its manufacturing capacity
of crusher wear parts castings
in South Africa. This investment
in their foundry in iSithebe,
KwaZulu-Natal aims to meet the
growing demand of the machinery

in the mining sector.
Small,
medium-sized
and
microenterprises (SMMEs) may also
have something to look forward
to following FNB’s announcement
of a R2,6 billion loan agreement
between its parent company First
Rand and the International Finance
Corporation. This money is aimed
at supporting SMMEs in various
projects and offerings.
This is positive news for the sector,
which has tripled in size from 1,6
million SMMEs in the year 2000 to
5,6 million in 2010.
With 90% of jobs expected to be
created by small businesses, Col-

in Leshou of Small Enterprise
Development
Agency
(Seda)
reiterated how important SMMEs
are to the country’s economy.
Indeed, every dark cloud has a
silver lining. It is, however, very
crucial that government, the private
sector, civil society, the media and
the public set aside any differences
and come together to debate and
derive a turnaround plan detailed
right down to the T which will
reenergise our country’s economy.
Pulling together all resources
in times of desperate need is
something we are known to be very
capable of. This is what makes us
Proudly South African.

Let’s all be Proudly South African and let’s buy local to create jobs.
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GOVERNANCE AND OVERSIGHT
DURING THE QUARTER
During the period under review, the board and/or its
sub-committees held the following meetings:

3.1. Board Meeting
During the period under review, the Board held its meeting on 23 June 2017 and the meeting
considered the following
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Chairman’s organisational report addressed the recent strategic interaction that was held
with the Minister of Trade and Industry, CCDI and Wesgro.
The Board considered the report from the Internal Auditors on the Board Evaluation and
recommended remedial action for the areas of concern.
The Board considered remuneration for Board Members who were able to secure sponsorships.
The Board were updated on the newly implemented Tender Monitoring System.
The revised budget for 2017-2018 was adopted.
The Board were informed of tax regulations that were applicable to them from 1 June 2017.
The Quarterly Report was approved.
The Buy Local Summit and Expo report was presented.
Plans for the upcoming Proudly South African Week were tabled for approval.
Amendments to allow for borrowing were recommended to the MOI.
The CEO tabled a progress report on the status of strategic relationships.
The financial reports as tabled for the period year to date, including Management Accounts
and the Cash flow projection schedule.

3.2. Finance and Procurement Committee
The members of the Finance and Procurement committee held their meeting on 9 June 2017 and
the meeting considered the following:
•
•
•
•

The Committee having reviewed the quotes, agreed to look at the software (submission of
Board/Committee documents) that other Government Agencies were using.
The Committee recommended amendments to the MOI to allow for borrowing
Approved the updated budget.
The financial reports as tabled for the period year to date, including Management Accounts
and the Cash flow projection schedule.

3.4. Membership, Marketing and Communications Committee
The members of the Membership, Marketing and Communications Committee held their meeting
on 8 June 2017 and the meeting considered the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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The Economic Impact Study which would be summerised to a 2 page document.
The membership report which was segmented by province and industry was analysed.
Marketing activities for the period were reviewed.
The Buy Local Summit and Expo Report was tabled.
The calendar of internal and external marketing activities
The Tender Monitoring System was presented

3.5. HR and Remunerations Committee
The members of the HR and Remunerations Committee held their meeting on 9 June 2017 and the
meeting considered the following:
•
•
•
•

Latest tax implications for Directors was discussed
Team and Strategy Session report was received
Remuneration of the Chairman – recommendation to introduce a retainer;
HR Reports on Staff movement, Performance Management, Staff training and Development
and Staff Retention activities;

3.6. Social and Ethics Committee
The members of the Social and Ethics Committee held their first meeting on 9 June 2017 the
meeting considered the following:
•
•
•

The Committee elected a Chairperson for future meetings
The Terms of the Reference of the Committee were considered
The NBI guide for Social and Ethics Committees was considered and would be used as a
checklist for the next meeting.
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THE QUARTER UNDER REVIEW
4.1. HIGH LEVEL ACHIEVEMENTS FOR THE QUARTER
During the quarter under review, the Proudly SA campaign was able to achieve most of its
targets as contained in the Annual Performance Plan (APP) for the first quarter of the 2017/18
financial year.
The following were some of the achievements and most of these are reported in detail in
Section 4 of the report:
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
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The newly introduced Public Sector Procurement Forums were launched in KZN during the
quarter, and are rolled out in partnership with Tsogo Sun. These are aimed at educating
procurement practitioners (in the public sector) - in the municipalities and provincial
government departments (as well as their entities), about the local content provisions as
contained in the public sector Preferential Procurement regulations (PPPFA), as well as the
sectors designated for this purpose;
This quarter we participated in five major trade shows that gave us access to many companies
and allowed us the platform to promote the buy local ethos amongst the delegates and
fellow exhibitors. These trade expos gave the campaign access to top SMMEs, as well as big
businesses and member products were showcased at these platforms. The shows included
the Rand Show, Tourism Indaba, Smart Procurement Conference (KZN), Manufacturing Indaba
and FASA’s Franchise Expo;
The traditional provincial business forums (part of the annual Buy Back SA national roadshow)
took place in two provinces, namely North West (Rustenburg) and in KZN (Durban). The events
were a success and these were the first of the forums to be held in all 9 provinces for the
current financial year;
The strategy to educate the youth about the importance of buying local and positioning
the Proudly SA campaign in the hearts and minds of the youth, saw the campaign again
participate in the annual Sunday Times Generation Next Youth conference. In addition to this,
presentation were also made at the NYDA youth entrepreneurs conference and the Back To
Kasi Entrepreneurs conference;
The relationship with the Edcon group continues to grow and Proudly SA was profiled as
a strategic partner at the Edcon Designers/Innovation Challenge, which is an initiative,
regarded as a huge milestone in the cause of increasing localization in the country’s clothing
and textiles sector;
In strengthening relations with the labour sector, in order to drive up support for the campaign
from this constituency, a presentation on the campaign, with concrete recommendations, was
made at the NUMSA strategic planning session
During this quarter, we continued with the Buy Back SA campaign, with the support of the dti’s
Marketing division, which carried the costs of the campaign for this period. The advertising
campaign lived on various media platforms such as Radio, Online and Billboards, amongst
others. The messaging around the campaign is centered on educating consumers on the
impact of buying local on the economy, as well as appealing to their emotions and pride
towards the country.
A total of 12 press releases were issued during the quarter, on an array of issues including
the call to South Africans to support local, the various strategic platforms in which Proudly
SA was to participate, the campaign’s provincial roadshows, as well as Edcon’s significant
contribution to local fashion design and manufacturing, amongst other topics covered by the
releases;
The Social media platforms of the campaign have grown by 2 000 followers on both the Twitter
and Facebook platforms. These platforms allow Proudly SA to communicate with the masses
on a continuous and instantaneous manner.

4.2. AREAS WHERE TARGETS WERE NOT MET:
During the quarter under review, the Proudly SA campaign was not able to achieve all its
targets as contained in the Annual Performance Plan (APP) for the first quarter of the 2017/18
financial year, and below are some of the areas where the campaign fell short:
•

•

The actual membership retention rate for members due for renewal during the quarter was
61%, indicating a below average retention rate for the period under review, which had a target
set at 90% in the APP. A dedicated membership consultant has now been assigned to focus on
renewals only in order to increase the renewals rate for the rest of the financial year;
In total, 38 new members were recruited for the quarter, with only 17 of these companies
having paid the required membership fee, to activate their membership. This number falls
short of the quarterly target of 50 members as set out in the APP. A plan is now in place
to ensure that the organization makes up for this shortfall, whilst also achieving its annual
target during the other quarters in the current financial year.

MEMBERSHIP REPORT Q1 2017/2018

Overview
The first quarter of 2017/2018 saw an average uptake of new members at 38 (17 fully paid-up)
which is on par when compared with previous years. Of the 38 newly-recruited members, 16
memberships were finalised in May, and 11 in the months of April and 11 in June. The interest
in Gauteng for membership remains the highest where 26 member companies were recruited
in the first quarter, and the Western Cape came second at 7. The best performing sector was
Manufacturing at a total number of newly-recruited members at 15, followed by Construction
Engineering and Architecture at 3 and Crafts and Home Industries at 2.
The database of products and services of the total number of member companies was revised and
refined. The number of products and services now totals 6,800; where exactly 100 products and
services were added to the database in the first quarter of 2017/2018.
Members were retained at an average of 61% for the first quarter. As of June, a dedicated senior
member of the team has been given the responsibility of chasing renewals including compliance
documentation and payment. All renewals due for the new financial year will be followed up by
this dedicated team member until retention is finalised in its totality for each renewal outstanding.
The membership team looks forward to recruiting member companies in all sectors and across all
regions of the country from the second quarter.
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Year-on-year comparisons of the number of newly-recruited members per month for Q1 from the period 2010/2011
to 2017/2018

Month

2010/2011

2011/2012

2012/2013

2013/2014

2014/2015

2015/2016

2016/2017

2017/2018

April

3

0

6

13

11

7

16

11

May

5

0

18

17

19

17

8

16

June

4

13

30

12

9

18

15

11

Total

12

13

54

42

39

42

39

38

GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION:
YEAR-ON-YEAR COMPARISONS 2010/2011 TO 2017/2018
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Overall
Sector
3

Construction Engineering and Architecture

2

Crafts and Home Industries

1

Education, Development and Training

1

Financial Services

2

Healthcare

2

Industrial Manufacturing

1

Information Technology and Telecommunication

15

Manufacturers

2

Media Marketing and Publishing

1

Media Production Services

2

Professional Services

2

Tourism, Travel and Hospitality

2

Transport and Logistics

2

Wholesale and Retail Trade

GRAND TOTAL PER SECTOR: 38
2

2

3

2
2

2

1

1
2

1

2

2

1

15

Construction Engineering and Architecture

Manufacturers

Crafts and Home Industries

Media Marketing and Publishing

Education Development and Training

Media Production Services

Financial Services

Professional Services

Healthcare

Tourism Travel and Hospitality

Industrial Manufacturing

Transport and Logistics

Information Technology and Telecommunication

Wholesale and Retail Trade

13

Region
26

Gauteng

2

KwaZulu-Natal

1

Limpopo

1

Mpumalanga

1

North West

7

Western Cape

GRAND TOTAL PER REGION: 38

7

Gauteng
KwaZulu-Natal

1
1
1

Limpopo
Mpumalanga

2
26

North West
Western Cape
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Q1: April
Sector

Region

1

Construction Engineering and Architecture

8

Gauteng

1

Crafts and Home Industries

1

Limpopo

1

Education, Development and Training

1

North West

1

Financial Services

1

Western Cape

2

Industrial Manufacturing

1

Information Technology and Telecommunication

1

Manufacturers

1

Tourism, Travel and Hospitality

1

Transport and Logistics

1

Wholesale and Retail Trade

Q1: May
Sector

Region

2

Construction Engineering and Architecture

10

Gauteng

1

Crafts and Home Industries

1

Mpumalanga

1

Healthcare

1

KwaZulu-Natal

7

Manufacturers

4

Western Cape

1

Media Production Services

1

Professional Services

1

Tourism, Travel and Hospitality

1

Transport and Logistics

1

Wholesale and Retail Trade

Q1: June
Sector

Region

1

Professional Services

8

Gauteng

2

Media Marketing and Publishing

1

KwaZulu-Natal

1

Healthcare

2

Western Cape

7

Manufacturers
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4.3. HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE QUARTER - EVENTS AND ACTIVATIONS

Buy Local Summit and Expo: 3-4 April 2017
This year’s Buy Local summit held at the Sandton Convention Centre in Johannesburg had been extended to a
two-day event. It concentrated on educating audiences on the in-depth involvement of the campaign on issues
pertaining to localisation. It also outlined who the role-players within government and business, who work in
unison with the campaign to achieve localisation goals were. The SMME-focused workshop hosted on the first
day was aimed at empowering local SMME’s. The conference and exhibition took place on the second day. The
conference was themed “Driving Industrialisation and Growing the Economy (with reference to the Industrialisation
Policy Action Plan)”. The property is growing exponentially and stakeholders were excited to participate at the
event. Sponsors saw the value of the project and had already committed for future opportunities.
Reach for this event: 6000
Target Audience: Business, Government, Consumers, Procurement officers
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Randshow Mango Career Expo
14-23 April 2017
In partnership with Mango Airlines,
Proudly South African exhibited at
the Randshow, targeting the youth at
the Mango Airlines Career expo stand,
educating those learners gearing
up to make career choices on the
importance of buying local and in
so doing, shed light on the subject
matter of national pride.
Reach for this event: 23 000
Target Audience: Youth, Business,
Government, Consumers

Sunday Times Generation Next Youth Conference
11 May 2017
Hosted at the Sandton Convention Centre, Johannesburg,
Gauteng, marketing gurus in the youth space gathered to provide
attendees with insight into marketing trends and how to crack
the youth audience. Proudly South African used this platform to
educate both the children and delegates in attendance on the
importance of local procurement.
Reach for this event: 5 000
Target Audience: Youth,
Government, Consumers

Youth

Marketeers,

Business,
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Tourism Indaba 2017
16 – 18 May 2017
INDABA was one of the largest tourism marketing
events on the African calendar and one of the
top three ‘must visit’ events of its kind on the
global calendar. Proudly SA exhibited under the
DTI, along with two of its member companies
– Yamama Gemmer and Ledikana. The Tourism
Indaba event was hosted at the Durban ICC, KZN.
This year’s INDABA attracted about 7 000
delegates, including 1 449 local and international
buyers, as well as more than 1 000 exhibiting
businesses from 18 African countries, showcasing
a diverse array of travel and tourism offerings.
A total of 692 registered media representatives
attended the show - an 8% increase over 2016.
The event served as a positive recruitment drive
and the Proudly SA Marketing Team submitted
collected leads to the Membership Team.
Reach for this event: 7000
Target Audience: Dignitaries, Media, Diplomats,
Local Ministers, Decision Makers and SMMEs

Back to Kasi
20 May 2017
“Back to Kasi” was hosted by trailblazer, Emmanuel Bonoko
and aimed to motivate and encourage youth in their various
career fields, to strive to be the best and pass the baton.
The event hosted formidable speakers such as Happy
MaKhumalo Ngidi, Rosie Motene, Thami Ngubeni and others.
Proudly SA believes in Youth and took a decision to sponsor
Mr Emmanuel Bonoko’s event with Proudly SA promotional
items. The following media houses: Cosmo FM and Real
Africa TV, covered the event which was hosted at Cosmo City
Township, in Johannesburg.
Reach for this event: 150
Target Audience: Youth and Student, Cosmo city Community.
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Africa Day
25 May 2017
Africa day presented ordinary members of the African
community with the networking opportunity amongst
various African embassies, influential government
departments as well as African artists and cultural
groups. It included an African art exhibition, African
food tasting and live cultural performances. The 2017
Africa Day Expo was held at Kara Heritage Institute. It
included a Learner’s educational session, presentation
on African heritage and an entertainment session.
Reach for this event: 80
Target Audience: SMME, Students, Government

Proudly SA Business Forum – North west
30 May 2017
The North West Proudly SA Business Forum aimed
to equip Business Owners and Decision makers with
insights into local procurement, make business funding
information available and develop their enterprises
through various offerings available to SMEs. The event
was hosted at Protea Hotel Hunters Rest in Rustenburg
on 30 May 2017.
Proudly SA CEO, Mr Eustace Mashimbye, gave key
note address and North West MEC representative - Mr
Nathan Oliphant, Chief Director - delivered a key note
speech at the event.
The event hosted representatives from Productivity
SA, The DTI, NCPC-SA, SEDA, SEFA who presented their
offerings on a panel, which served as an interactive and
productive tailored approach to various companies.
Reach for this event: 100
Target Audience: SMME, MEC for Finance, Economic
Development and Enterprise development
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The Smart Procurement World Conference
5 – 6 June 2017
The Smart Procurement World conference and exhibition
assisted in delivering big ideas regarding the function of
procurement and how it cannot be underestimated. The
summit unpacked radical economic transformation and
pulled out practical mechanisms on how a collaborative
approach between public entities and private entities
can facilitate this agenda. The conference also examined
finer procurement and supply chain innovations with
organisational goals and policies. The Smart Procurement
World conference took place in Durban at the Inkosi Albert
Luthuli International Convention Centre.
Proudly SA exhibited and delivered a presentation in the
various plenaries and workshops at the two-day event
Reach for this event: 600
Target Audience: Decision makers, procurement officers,
buyers and government

Manufacturing Indaba 2017
26-28 June 2017
The leading manufacturing event in Sub-Saharan
Africa, having shown impressive growth year on
year and proved its value in crystalizing business
connections and helping manufacturers to
innovate and grow their potential. The Proudly
SA Membership Team viewed this event as a key
environment for sourcing new members in the
manufacturing sector and used a rigorous strategy
to recruit. The Indaba was hosted in partnership
with a number of strategic partners, which
included: The dti, the Department of science and
Technology, City of Ekurhuleni, NCPC-SA and the
Manufacturing Circle. Proudly SA CEO, Mr Eustace
Mashimbye participated as a panellist on 26 June
2017 and furthermore delivered a presentation on
28 June 2017 Proudly SA exhibited at the event on
27-28 June 2017.
Reach for this event: 3000
Target Audience: Policy Makers, Private Equity
Investors,
Industry
sector
specialists,SME
manufacturing companies, IT solutions providers,
Industrial suppliers, Academic and Research
bodies.
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Proudly SA Business Forum, KZN
27 June 2017
The KwaZulu Natal Business Forum, hosted
at the Tsogo Sun Marine Parade hotel was
designed to reach out to business in the
province with the prospect of not only
recruiting new members but also to spread
the buy local message, communicate
participant offerings, garner support from
business and some authorities operating
within the area and explore possible
opportunities. Businesses in bigger cities
are spoilt for choice when it comes to
attending networking events of this nature
and we were glad to reach target in terms of
attendance and quality of audience.

Proudly SA Public Sector Preferential Procurement Forum,
KZN
28 June 2017
The newly introduced Public Sector Preferential Procurement
Forum, and aimed at educating procurement officials and
those tasked with procurement/buying in the public sector
on local content provisions, as contained in the revised
PPPFA (procurement regulations), as well as any other
newly developed localisation regulation(s) that are specific
to the provincial government, which procurement officials
need to comply with, in order to assist and ensure that
procurement officials and decision makers comply with
applicable procurement regulations, in so far as localisation
is concerned. The launch of these Public Sector Preferential
Procurement Forums took place at Garden Court Marine
Parade, in Durban KZN.

Director of Small Enterprise Development
at the Ministry for Economic Development,
Tourism and Environmental Affairs, KZN
- Mr. Bheko Madlala, gave the keynote
address, preceded by Proudly SA CEO, Mr.
Eustace Mashimbye. Other representatives
from Tsogo Sun, Productivity SA, the dti,
NCPC-SA, SEDA and SEFA participated in a
panel discussion that focused on issues
pertaining to localisation and highlighted
their service offerings. Delegates seem to
be looking for a follow-through from this
event.
Reach for this event: 85
Target Audience: SMME’s, Business and
Government

Reach for this event: 80
Target Audience: Procurement officers, Government officials,
Buyers, SMMEs
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Franchise Business Festival
30 June – 2 July 2017
The Franchise Business Festival held in South Africa was the perfect opportunity
to showcase franchise business to thousands of visitors. A great opportunity to
speak directly to interested entrepreneurs and generate sales and leads. Franchise
Consultants assisted with the buying of franchises and the franchising of businesses.
Lawyers assisted with the legal aspects of buying a franchise and specialised banks
and funders assisted franchisees. The Franchise Business Festival took place at the
Kyalami Race Track, Midrand.
Proudly SA exhibited at the Franchise Business Expo for the duration of the festival.
A presentation was made by the CEO at the official opening ceremony of the Expo.
Reach for this event: 500
Target Audience: Franchisors, franchisees, service providers and suppliers
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4.4. PR Communications & Media
Quarter 1 of the 2017/18 financial year started off with the hosting of the 6th annual Proudly SA Buy
Local Summit & Expo which, for the first time, spanned over two days on 3rd and 4th April 2017.
The first day was introduced to accommodate a much sought-after skills- and knowledge-transfer
session for developing entrepreneurs.
The Proudly SA team successfully put together agreements with a number of broadcasters to
provide additional live exposure for the Summit, sponsors and exhibitors who were variously
afforded interview time on both television and radio. (2 national tv stations, 1 national and 2
regional radio stations).
In addition, as well as print ads that ran in various publications ahead of the event, we ran an
ad on 4 April in the Star’s Business Report, copies of which were available, free of charge to our
delegates.
Proudly SA partnered with a variety of stakeholders at events that offered value to existing Proudly
SA members who were invited to join us, as well as opportunities to recruit new members and
were platforms for the Campaign and its key messaging. These events include the Rand Show,
Tourism Indaba, Manufacturing Indaba and Smart Procurement World.
The 2017/18 season of the provincial Buy Back SA business forums kicked-off in Rustenburg in
the North West province in May followed by another forum in Durban, KwaZulu-Natal towards the
end of June.
This financial year also saw the introduction of Proudly SA’s Public Sector business forums, aimed
at educating procurers and decision makers in the public sector about the importance of buying
local as well as about sectors legislated for increased local procurement, designed to increase
compliance in the public sector. These Public Sector forums will be hosted in five of the country’s
nine provinces and will run back to back with the Buy Back SA business forums in those provinces
in order to minimise travel/venue costs.
The recent refining of the settings of Proudly SA monitoring service settings on 1 December has
borne fruit, and that is revealed in this PR report. The decision to refine the service to capture
and report only on media mentions where Proudly SA has a capital ‘P’ has successfully eliminated
random and irrelevant mentions of the phrase “Proudly SA” or “Proudly South African” which
should rather be attributed to the patriotism of South African citizens than to the Campaign.
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Clip count comparison
The clip count comparison illustrates the total number of media clippings for each media
platform i.e. print, broadcast and online for the period under review (April – June 2017).
Comparison is made with the same period in 2014, 2015 and 2016.

CLIP COUNT COMPARISON
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Online

The analysis shows a decrease in the total clip count as compared to previous years. The
main reason for this decline is attributed to the recent refining of the settings of Proudly
SA’s media monitoring service, assisting the organisation in capturing only relevant media
mentions which can be attributed to the efforts of the Campaign.
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AVE analysis
The Advertising Value Equivalency (AVE) is what editorial coverage would cost if it were
advertising space (or time). PR/Editorial value is derived by multiplying the AVE by three, as
per industry norms. The total AVE value between April and June 2017 is R5,4 million. The PR
value for the same period amounts to R16,3 million.
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4.4.1. Press Releases
The following were issued / published between April and June 2017:

NO

DATE

HEADLINE

1

3 April

Proudly SA sets up One Stop Shop for SMMEs on Day 1 of Buy Local Summit & Expo

2

4 April

Proudly South African, partners and sponsors give clarion call for Buying Local (Summit
Day 2)

3

13 April

South Africa-India : Partners in Progress (Feature piece for Diplomatist Magazine)

4

18 April

New Appointments at Proudly South African (Announcing Jeannine van Straaten and
Naresh Patel)

5

11 May

Proudly South African joins Smart Procurement World in Durban

6

16 May

Proudly South African supports township economies (Back to Kasi)

7

25 May

Proudly SA kicks off National SMME Roadshow in North West Province

8

29 May

Proudly South African develops tender monitoring system to track Government
compliance

9

1 June

PROUDLY SOUTH AFRICAN PARTNERS WITH SMART PROCUREMENT WORLD FOR BIGGEST
GATHERING OF SERVICE PROVIDERS IN KZN

10

June

1:1 interview with CEO for FDI Spotlight

11

20 June

Proudly South African SMME Roadshow heads for KwaZulu Natal

12

29 June

Proudly South African member Edcon makes a significant contribution to local fashion
design and manufacturing

4.4.2. Media Visits/Engagements
To build and strengthen good working relationships with the media – and to promote good media coverage
of Proudly SA and its activities – the PR Manager and the PR officer had both formal and informal meetings,
networking sessions and or interactions with members of the media and/or advertising officials from the following
media platforms (among others).
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Ligwalgwala FM

CNBC Africa

Kaya FM

Radio 2000

KZN Top Business

Citizen

Business Live

Ikwekwezi FM

SA FM

eTV

Cliff Central

SABC 2

Power FM

ENCA

Classic FM

Polity

Smile FM

702

Metro FM

City Press

4.5. Presentations
The Proudly SA CEO, Eustace Mashimbye made CEO-led presentations at various events and at various media
interviews. The aim of these presentations is to create awareness and to educate audiences about the Proudly
South African Campaign and what it stands for.
The CEO-led presentations included, among others, the following:

DATE

EVENT

VENUE

3-4 April 2017

Proudly South African Buy Local
Summit and Expo

Sandton Convention Centre

12 April 2017

Presentation to NUMSA Congress

Johannesburg Central

20 April 2017

Edgars Design Innovation
Challenge

Design Quarters Rosebank

30 May 2017

Proudly SA Business Forum

North West

5-6 June 2017

Smart Procurement Summit

Durban

10 June 2017

NYDA Youth Event

Pretoria

26 June 2017

Manufacturing Indaba

Kempton Park

27 June 2017

Proudly SA Business Form

Durban

28 June 2017

Manufacturing Indaba Buy Back SA
Ad

Kempton Park

28 June 2017

Edcon Innovation Challenge

Gold Reef City

30 June 2017

Presentation to FASA Members

Kyalami
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4.6. Above The Line Campaigns
4.6.1. Buy Back SA
The objective of the Buy Back SA campaign is to educate consumers to buy or use locally grown, produced or
manufactured goods and services, and to encourage businesses to make local procurement decisions , in the
knowledge that in so doing, money will flow back into the country’s economy.
The campaign utilises various above the line platforms to reach a mass audience and is designed in such a
way that whilst the wording of the message varies, the call to action as well as the look and feel of the ads is
always the same - Buy Local. Through this education process , Buy Back SA aims to increase the uptake in locally
manufactured goods and services and promote the positive impact this action has on the country.

“We started with so much hope
We opened doors and the light poured in
But then, things stopped working
Maybe we were careless or indifferent
After all, we made all the decisions
We chose to buy imported goods instead
of our own
We thought we’d lost it all our jobs, our
businesses, our hope
But it doesn’t have to be this way
By choosing to buy local, we buy back
jobs and the future we were
destined for."

Radio Advertising
Regional stations are recommended to effectively maximise reach and extending +3 frequency. Total recommended
listenership 19,083,000 amongst LSM 5+. Source Telmar (AMPS 2015 BA (July – Dec 2015).
Power FM is the recommended station as it targets business sector, the station reached the identified target
markets 240,000 daily listeners. Source Telmar Jul’-Dec’15.
Metro FM national radio to offers business dialogue for the Buy Back SA campaign. The station delivers 6,475,000
listeners for the station business feature.
Kaya FM is a GP based station bias to LSM 5+ with a 2,014,000 daily listerners. Station is a local business oriented
station that aligns with Buy Back SA business objectives.Source: telmar 2015ba (Jul’15-Dec’15).
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Online Media
Online media is recommended to target LSM 6+ market. It is an effective medium that reached internet users and
mobile consumers. The media eaches 10,889,000 daily internet users. The sports platform delivers 4.379,393
IOL is the independent newspaper (INC) online platform that carries all their newspaper titles online. The platform
is recommended as it delivers 6,impressions daily. The exposure also reaches the INC daily newspaper readers
from (The star, Isolezwe,Pretoria news, Cape Times and Argus as well as Sunday independent readers.
Media 24 is the online platform for (The City Press, Daily Sun, Die Burger, Rapport and Volksblad) the online
delivers 2,678,864 daily. News 24 online platform weekly reach driven from City Press site delivers instant Business
and current affairs total 1,450,202.
News 24 is the online news portal platform with links weathers 209,900 users, finance and business 3.9 mil and
entrepreneurs 72, 000 daily users. All other current matters including sports, health and weman and mesn daily
matters.
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Online Impressions
Campaign name: Buy Back April 2017
Dates: 25-30 April 2017
Live Dates: 25-30 April 2017

Placement

Booked Impressions

Delivered Impressions

Delivered Clicks

CTR

Netwerk24 Desktop ROS 300x600 35,005

35,603

65

0.18%

Netwerk24 Mobile ROS 300x250

85,110

85,148

148

0.17%

City Press Desktop ROS 300x600

28,000

28,076

91

0.32%

City Press Mobile ROS 300x250

44,360

44,369

93

0.21%

Daily Sun Desktop ROS 300x600

35,000

35,110

106

0.30%

Daily Sun Mobile ROS 300x250

104,231

104,267

780

0.75%

Total

331,706

332,573

1,283

0.39%

Notes and Insights
Campaign has ended with a CTR of 0.39%.
- Best perfoming dates have highlighted on the daily stats per publication

Outdoor Digital Screens
Alive Advertising offers screens for 8 weeks in order to implement this campaign so as to increase the reach of
the campaign. Alive advertising was impactful for this campaign as the screens are placed strategically targeting
main arterial routes, intersections and highways within cities. The screens captures our desired audience’s
creating awareness and interest to take action towards Alive advertising has strategic positioned screen in
the metro areas. The total screens are selected to deliver high frequency and a daily viewership is 2, 15 million
motorists nationally. A 15 second commercial is to be screened not less than a minimum of 240 times, 11 screens
each day on metropolitan areas arterial routes and main commuter intersections. Alive advertising is the owners
of all 11 the screens included.
Primedia outdoor offers 7 digital screens targeting only Gauteng affluent surburbs mainly fourways, Sandton,
Pretoria East. The sreens delivers high frequency of 5+ targeting motorist, commuters and any travellers on the
metro roads and all arteria routes.
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Airport Television Threshold R1 million
Provantage Airport TV advertising is recommended to reach the captive travellers market. The media is positioned
to target the local and international market. This medium will reach the targeted audience and will deliver high
frequency viewing at all 4 international airports and other 5 airports across the country. The screens are placed
at domestic departures (security check in), arrival (baggage carousels, meet and greet areas) with a total of 79
screens, 1080 flighting with an estimated of 2 100 000 passengers passing through the airports monthly and over
26 million per annum (13 million departures and 13 million arrivals).

Johannesburg International Airport

Cape Town International Airport

Durban International Airport
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East London International Aiport

Port Elizabeth International Airport

GRG International Airport

KMB International Airport
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no activity planned for Q1

1 activity planned for Q1
Reach 5 million consumers
each quarter

No campus radio activities
done

In excess of 500 000 reached
the youth through this event

In excess of 5 million reached
through PR activities (above
in PR section)

More than 5 million
consumers reached through
the Buy Back SA campaign
in Q1

(April - June)
Performance against the Annual Performance Plan targets for the quarter

We targeted main stream
radio for the Buy Back SA
campaign

PERFORMANCE FOR THE PERIOD UNDER REVIEW

5
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*Proudly SA CSI projects

*Increased awareness of the buy-local message in
support of Heritage Day/Week/Month

*Roll out of at least one Proudly
SA Week per annum

Reach 5 million consumers
each quarter

*No Proudly SA week activity
planned for Q1

1 Agricultural sector forum
in KZN

More than 5 million
consumers reached through
the Buy Back SA campaign
in Q1

N/A

5 major trade shows
•
Rand Show
•
Tourism Indaba
•
Smart Procurement
•
Manufacturing Indaba
•
Franchise Business Festival
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No activity planned for Q1

1 Provincial Public Sector
Forum was hosted in KZN
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Reach 5 million consumers
each quarter

5 major trade shows
•
Rand Show
•
Tourism Indaba
•
Smart Procurement
•
Manufacturing Indaba
•
Franchise Business Festival

2 Business Forums were
hosted in Q1 in KZN and 1 in
North West
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*Monitoring done by Adams
and Adams weekly – 100%

*All members contacted as
part of the new and renewals membership compliance
process – 100%

*All identified irregular users
were sent letters – 100%

*Weekly monitoring done

3 dipstick surveys were
conducted. 1 for the buy
Local Summit and 2 for the
Business Forums

Study completed and tables to
Board were presented at the
Buy Local Summit in April
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N/A

No workshop planned for Q1

*12 press releases issued
during Q1 (see PR section
above)

*Monitoring done during
the quarter, 100% of all
coverage identified

2 Provincial Business
Forums were hosted in this
quarter

2 Provincial Business Forums
planned

1 Provincial Public Sector
Forum was hosted in this
quarter.

100 new products and/or
services registered

Second Forum cancelled
due to unavailability of
MEC
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*Valetine’s Day activation 1x
per year on Valentine’s Day

*This activation is scheduled to
take place during Q4 (Feb ‘18)

38 new members recruited
(17 fully paid up)

An increase of 2000
followers on both
Facebook and Twitter
platforms

*Daily updates done on
Twitter and Facebook
resulting in an increase in
the number of followers
on both platforms. The
Proudly SA Twitter account
now has 137 200 followers
and Facebook has more
than 12 000 followers

*20 media meetings/visits
held with various media
houses (See list in PR
section above)
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61%
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Corporate Management

PFMA AND TR COMPLIANCE
CHECKLIST / COMPLIANCE CALENDER
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45

46

47

PFMA Checklist for Public Entities
Planning and Budgeting
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proposed domestic

PFMA Checklist for Public Entities
Management of Working Capital
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PFMA Checklistfor Public Entities
Reporting
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PFMA Checklist for Public Entities
Cash managemnet,banking and Investment
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PROGRESS ON ACTIONS IN THE RISK REGISTER AS
AT 30 JUNE 2017
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PROGRESS AGAINST POST-AUDIT
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN - 2016/17
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Expenditure vs. budget
Quarter 1: 1 April- 30 June 2017

FINANCIAL REPORT
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